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SHOUT OUT! 

 
To all the developers who make these games possible and their 
immense talents! Please visit their page to check out their other 
games and support them to provide you with more games in the 
future! 
 

JEHEH 

https://www.patreon.com/jeheh 

 

STRATEGY 

 

This guide will do it’s upmost to make sure your journey through the 
game is as painless as possible. I aim to give you the best decisions 
for each variable and let you make your own wherever possible.  

 

Warning! – This game has adult content, please make 

sure you are of legal age in your country. 

  

 

Stat Points 

 

[CharacterName/RP] Relationship Points gained/lost per character.  

[CharacterName/Path] Path Points gained/per character. 

[Event Trigger] Triggers that affect dialogues, scenes and choices. 
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1. Choose one: 

 A) Take it.     [ToyTruckTaken] 

 B) Leave it. 

2. Choose one: 

 A) Apologize.     [Celine+1] 

 B) Keep quiet. 

3. Choose one: 

 A) Go for a walk.    [Celine+1] 

 B) Get back on the road. 

4. We’re not here to hurt you. (Your Choice) 

5. Choose one: 

 A) Truth: We are NOT a couple.  [Leah+1] 

 Lie: It requires a deep bond…  [DeepBond] 

 Truth: It can be casually done with… [Leah+1] 

B) Lie: We ARE a couple.   [CmcCouple] 

 Lie: It requires a deep bond…  [DeepBond] 

 Truth: It can be casually done with… [Leah+1] 

Note: If [Leah] =2, then [Bucketlist]: 

{Yes} {Go to #6} {No} {Go to #7} 

6. Choose one: 

 A) Yes.      [Leah+1] [LeahPath+1] [Day1Leah] 

 Try to hold it in. 

 Cum. 

B) No.      [CelinePath+1] 

7. Choose one: 

 A) Close the door for her. 

 B) Take a peek.    [Celine+1] 

8. Choose one: 

 A) Truth: Tell her you two had a talk last… [Celine+1] 

 B) Lie: Tell her you guessed it from her age. 

9. Choose one: 

 A) Fully trust him.    [Ethan+2] 

 B) Partly trust him. 
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Note: If you obtained [Day1Leah]: 

{Yes} {Go to #11} {No} {Go to #10} 

10. Choose one: 

 A) Yes.      [Leah+1] [LeahPath+1] 

 Try to hold it in. 

 Cum. 

B) No.      [CelinePath+1] 

11. Choose one: 

 A) Yes: Let’s see what she meant by ‘there’s… [Leah+1] 

 B) No: I don’t want to risk Leah’s reputation. 

12. Choose one: 

 A) Flirt      [Maddy+1] 

 Creampie her. 

 Cum on her tits. 

B) Don’t Flirt. 

13. Choose one: 

 A) Serves her right. 

 B) Oh, that’s terrible.    [Celine+1] 

14. Choose one: 

 A) Database: Faster but limited…  [Database] 

 B) Machine Learning AI: Slower but…  [AI] 

15. Choose one: 

 A) Yes      [Leah+1] [LeahPath+1] [Day3Leah] 

 B) No.      [CelinePath+1] 

16. Choose one: 

 A) Warn her: Better safe than sorry.  [CWarned] 

 B) Don’t warn her: I don’t want to seem like… 

Note: If you obtained [Database]: 

{Yes} {Go to #17} {No} {Go to #18} 

17. Choose one: 

A) Yes.      [Leah+1] [LeahPath+1] 

B) No.      [CelinePath+1] 
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18. Choose one: 

 A) Yes: She deserves to know what kind of… [Leah+1] [LTrusted] 

 B) No: I better wait for Celine to come home… 
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